
Here are some pages fom Chapter 9, Matrix Applications, of my new book::
Equations, the Power and Beauty of Mathematics, by Clement Falbo.
A program called DeepStack, written in 2017 seems to be able to eke out wins

against the world�s best Texas hold�em poker players. This program builds in
blu¢ ng bu¤ers as well as other Arti�cial Intelligence algorithms. It learned how
to handle blu¢ ng by playing thousands of games against thousand of players
with di¤erent simulated blu¢ ng personalities.

1 Matrix games

To understand how game theory got started before it evolved into the sophisti-
cated topic we know as Arti�cial Intelligence, we will give examples of two-player
(or two-team) games in which each side has a restricted number of choices.
These will be perfect information games because the available choices for each
side are clearly displayed. Each side will be able to calculate their own and
their opponents possible gains and losses depending upon the choices each side
makes. Each side reaps a reward or su¤ers a loss according to a mutually agreed
upon prearranged scheme. If one side wins exactly what the other side loses,
then it is a zero sum game, otherwise a non-zero sum game.
The word "game" is used here as a catch-all term. It can be used to actually

represent a con�ict between two parties, competing for some dominance, or for
some prize. It could also, be a negotiation, in which each side is attempting
to get the best possible deal. It could simply be looking at a list of options
and a list of their concomitant consequences suggesting or even dictating some
action on the given options. It was probably in this sense of decision making
that, in 1947, John von Neumann, a physicist, and Oskar Morgenstern, an
economist, wrote their book Theory of Games and Economic Behavior in which
they developed the basic assumptions for "Game Theory."
The most fundamental ones are:

1. The desire to win postulate, and
2. The Intelligent player postulate.

We can easily compare how the play of real games and the play of theory
games use these two postulates.
Real games vs Theory games

� Clarity of goal�the desire to win postulate

In real games, players may have fuzzy, unclear, or even contradictory, moti-
vation to win a "unit of utility." They may wish to "win by losing." In playing
a weaker opponent or a child, the stronger players may let the weaker player
win; or they may not try to take every point. This could happen in a teaching
situation.
In Theory games, the players always try to optimize their gain.

� Knowledge of available strategies�the intelligent player postulate
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In real games, players may not be mindful of the opponents�possible moves,
or they may misjudge the opponents, assuming that they will not make the best
move because they are not playing intelligently.
In theory games players are aware of each others�possible strategies, and

assume that their opponents are intelligent players.

1.1 A game as a decision-making tool.

Game theory may be applied to a decision making problem, in which your
opponent is not a person or some other contentious entity trying to outwit you.
It could be the weather, or the future, or some set of possible random events
you must anticipate in order to choose your best possible plan of action. You
may not have perfect information, but you could have a good idea about the
most serious and most probable challenges you will be facing.

Example:
Let�s say that a high school student is trying to decide among three colleges

that have invited her to apply. She sets up a matrix game in which the row
"player" is her decision to select one of the three colleges, and the column
player is the future, that is, a set of contingencies that determine her future job
interests, based upon her evolving, self-assessed inclinations and aptitudes.
She partitions the three colleges into

r1 : Technological Institute

r2 : Business College

r3 : Liberal Arts College

The student�s future job interests, the column player, is partitioned into

c1 : Engineer

c2 : Mathematician

c3 : Musician

c4 : Business Manager

She constructs Table 9:10 in her attempt to make a decision. This is a
typical matrix game; the table, itself, is called a payo¤ matrix; the numbers in
the table are called utilities (or values). When a row is selected, and a column
is selected then the payo¤ is the utility in the intersection of that row and that
column.

Column Player

Row Player

c1 c2 c3 c4
r1 14 6 2 4
r2 4 3 1 12
r3 10 8 9 9

Table 9.10 Matrix Game
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If she selects r1; the Tech Institute, and her future career choice is engineer-
ing, c1, row 1, column 1, (r1; c1), then the utility is high, 14. But, if her future
choice is mathematics, c2; then the Tech Institute gives her a lower utility, 6. If
she ends up in music, c3, then the Tech Institute gives her an even lower payo¤,
2, found in (r1; c3). Finally, the Tech Institute, Business Career, (r1; c4) pay
o¤ is 4:

Problem:

1. Suppose the high school student selects r2; show that her best career choice
would be as a business manager.

2. If she chooses r3 show that her best future career choice is to become an
engineer.

3. If her career leads toward becoming a mathematician, what is her best
college choice?

4. What is the smallest number in each row and what does it mean for future
careers?

5. Is there a number that is the smallest in its row and the largest in its
column?

Answers:

1. Look at r2; then going across that entire row, looking at the numbers
column by column and you �nd the greatest utility for this row is in c4;
business manager.

2. For r3; the largest value is in c1; engineer.

3. In this case we look at the column c2 and try to �nd the college that gives
her the largest utility, and that is r3:

4. The smallest value is any row is the least amount of utility you could get
from that college for the career de�ned in that column.

5. Yes, the number 8 in Row 3, Column 2 is a number that is both its row
minimum and its column maximum.
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Figure 9.4 A saddle point = minimax strategy

Under the uncertain conditions about a future career, the row r3 is the safest
choice in terms of career and college. There are future careers in which some
other college has a greater reward, but all colleges, other than r3, have some
future career with a smaller reward.
The selection of a number that is the minimum in its row and the maximum

in its column is called the minimax strategy. The number in that position is
called a "saddle point" for the game. See Figure 9:4. It depicts a surface
that has a point that is simultaneously the minimum in one direction and the
maximum in the perpendicular direction. It is the best that can be done for
that matrix.
Table 9.11, is another example of a saddle point matrix game.

Column Player

Row Player

c1 c2 c3 c4
r1 R wins 1 C wins 3 C wins 1 C wins 2
r2 R wins 5 R wins 10 C wins 2 C wins 4
r3 R wins 7 R wins 5 R wins 9 C wins 1

Table 9.11

This game is unlike the college selection game in which the column player
was a �xed entity, the "future career." In that game the column player did not
deliberately switch around selecting various columns hoping to trip up the row
player. The game in Table 9.11 has two aggressive active players. Let�s call
them the Raven and the Crow, respectively, for Row and Column. In order to
maintain gender neutrality in our discussion, we will refer to a team on either
side as it.
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Let�s imagine that the following takes place. Raven (R) and Crow (C) walk
into the room. They sit down and are shown the payo¤ table for the �rst time.
R�s task is to secretly pick a row to play; the whole row is R�s pick. Now, C�s
task is to secretly select a column to play, again, the whole column. Neither
player knows its opponent�s choice. They simultaneously reveal their choices
and are rewarded or penalized according to what is in the intersection of this
row-column combination.
Although neither player knows what the other will play, they can easily

�gure out what the other player should play because they both can see the
entire payo¤ matrix.

Problems:

1. Show that there is a column that C can play and never lose.

2. Show that R does not have a no-lose row

3. When the game is to be played over and over again, what row is safest for
R?

4. Why should C never play c1; nor c2, nor c3?

Solutions:

1. If C selects column c4; it will never lose no matter what R plays.

2. All three of the rows have at least one loss to C, so R does not have a
no-lose row.

3. R, being an intelligent player, knows that C will play its no lose column
c4; so R must minimize its losses by always playing r3: This is its safest
row. Suppose R thinks about playing some other row, say, r2; hoping C
is going to play c2 giving R a large 10 point win, or column c1 giving R
5 points, but this is an unintelligent play by R because C, by continuing
play to c2 makes R su¤er a 4 point loss. Similarly, R should not think
about playing r1:

4. Because C is intelligent and knows that R will always play r3; making C
lose 7, 5, or 9 points, if it tried to play c1, c2, or c3.

It should be clear that the matrix game in Table 9:11 is biased in favor of
the C player. It turns out to also be a game which has a saddle point; we
will rewrite it in a standard matrix form, that lets us recognize such games and
immediately apply a special strategy for solving them.
The payo¤ matrix in the previous game can be expressed as follows.

Crow

Raven

c1 c2 c3 c4
r1 +1 �3 �1 �2
r2 +5 +10 �2 �4
r3 +7 +5 +9 �1
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This is the same matrix as the one in Table 9:11; written entirely from
Raven�s point of view. The pluses mean Raven wins and the minuses mean
Raven loses (Crow wins). So, for example the +5 in the second row, �rst
column means that R wins 5 (and C loses 5), while the �4 in the second row,
fourth column means R loses 4 and C wins 4.
The boxed in number �1 in the third row fourth column is the saddle

point. It is a number that is the smallest in its row and largest in its column.
This means that when R selects r3, then 1 is the amount that R loses if C plays
correctly. This is the best R can do, in this biased game. Also, when C plays
column c4; 1 point is the maximum that C can win if R plays correctly.

1.2 Saddle point strategy

As we mentioned above, the saddle point strategy is also called the minimax
strategy. Not all games have a saddle point, but in any that do, this is the
best strategy for both players, any other attempts to select a di¤erent row by
R will be worst for R. Similarly, if C tries to select a column other that the one
containing the saddle point, then C will fare worse. If a game has more than
one saddle point, playing for any one of them is also the best each player can
do. When there is no saddle point, we will play for a mixed strategy.

1.3 Mixed Strategy

What is the best way to play a game that does not have a saddle point? This
question has a practical answer only if one anticipates playing the game several
times. This is because the best strategy has the players switching back and
forth randomly among the rows and columns. This strategy requires the players
to have previously calculated the probabilities with which they must select their
rows and columns to insure a bene�cial outcome independent of the opponents
choices.

Example:
A door-to-door salesman fromWalla Walla, Washington devises the following

two person game. His sales pitch is the row player and his customers constitute
the column players. He partitions his sales pitch into two factors r1= "Glad-
Hand" approach and r2= "Serious" approach. His customers are of two types:
c1= "Naive" customer and "Wary" customer. Here are the payo¤s according
to his �rst encounter with any customer. He �nds that when he applies the
glad-hand approach and the customer turns out to be Naive, he makes an $16
sale. If the glad-hand approach is used against a Wary customer, he makes a
$8 sale. A serious approach to a naive customer earns him $9 and a serious
approach to a wary customer yields him $13.

Customers

Sales Pitch
Naive Wary

Glad Hand 16 8
Serious 9 13
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When he �rst encounters customers, he has no idea whether they are Naive
or Serious. He notices that there is no saddle point since no number is the row
minimum and column maximum. So, he cannot use the saddle point strategy.
What other strategy should he adopt to get a consistently decent sale? He
could mix his approaches in hopes of getting something between $16 sale and
a $8 dollar sales. Here is how to do that. He assumes that there is some
optimal expected value to his contacts, regardless of what type of customer he
is encountering. He wants to �nd out what combination of random approaches
he can use to insure him at least that value.
What he will do is �nd out what he can expect when he assumes that the

customer is Naive. Then �nd out what to expect if every customer is Wary.
He will then set these two expected values equal to each other and �nd out
what proportion of Glad Hand vs Serious approaches will result in this same
expected value no matter what kind of customer he is facing. He will settle for
this amount (between 8 and 16) as his game value, regardless of the nature of
the customer.
Starting with the assumption that all customers are Naive, he wants to know

what fraction, p, (when 0 � p � 1); of his approaches should be Glad Hand.
Which is the same thing as saying that we will make (1 � p) be the fraction
of Serious approaches. Thus, playing Glad Hand with probability p gives him
p� 16 against a Naive player (1� p)� 9 against a serious player. Hie expected
value is E1:

E1 = 16� p+ 9� (1� p) (1)

On the other hand, if he assumes all customers are Wary. Again, assume he
uses Glad Hand with probability p and Serious with probability (1� p) against
Wary. Then the expected value which we denote as E2, is

E2 = 8� p+ 13� (1� p) (2)

To take care of having to encounter either Naive or Wary customers, he can
�nd what probability p will make the two expected values be the same; that is,
E1 = E2. This is a one variable one equation problem:

16p+ 9� 9p = 8p+ 13� 13p
7p+ 9 = �5p+ 13
12p = 4

p =
1

3
, and

1� p =
2

3

So,

E1 = 16� 1
3
+ 9� 2

3
= $11:33, and

E2 = 8� 1
3
+ 13� 2

3
= $11:33
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Therefore, this game has a value of 11 13 to the salesman, no matter what
kind of customer he encounters..
But, wait just a cotton picking minute! What about the customers? Couldn�t

they appear in some random or even contrived way, say with probabilities q and
(1� q)? What would be the expected game value, from their point of view, in
that case?
Let us check that out. Assume the approach is always Glad Hand then the

customer will be Naive with probability q and Wary with probability (1 � q):
This is switching from Naive to Wary against Glad hand, so the expected value
is

F1 = 16� q + 8� (1� q) (3)

Now switching from Naive to Wary against Serious, we get the expected
value

F2 = 9� q + 13� (1� q)

To �nd the value of q needed to make these two expected values the same,
set F1 = F2:

16q + 8� 8q = 9q + 13� 13q
8q + 8 = �4q + 13
12q = 5

q =
5

12

1� q =
7

12

So the best customer strategy is to be Naive 5=12 of the time and Wary 7=12
of the time, making the game values be

F1 = 16� 5

12
+ 8� 7

12
= $11:33, and

F2 = 9� 5

12
+ 13� 7

12
= $11:33

Thus, the mixed strategy of the repeated game gives the salesman his best
compromised pay o¤. The mixed strategy and the saddle point strategy always
yield the game best answers for such two by two games.
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1.4 Optimal strategies for all two by two games

The formula for two-by-two games can be depicted in the following �owchart.

Figure 9.5 Game strategy

1. If there are one or more saddle points, play for any one of them.

2. If there is no saddle point play a mixed strategy

If a two by two game �
a b
c d

�
has a saddle point, both players must play it, since neither player can get a
better payo¤ by playing other rows or columns. If the game does not have a
saddle point, then the best play for the row player is the following probability
strategy:

Play r1 with probability p1 =
jd� cj

ja� bj+ jd� cj

Play r2 with probability p2 =
ja� bj

ja� bj+ jd� cj
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and for the column player:

Play c1 with probability q1 =
jd� bj

ja� cj+ jd� bj

Play r1 with probability q2 =
ja� cj

ja� cj+ jd� bj

We call these four formulas the probability strategy for any two by two game
with no saddle point. You need to fully compute only p1, because p2 = 1� p1;
and the game value found by the row player, using p1 and p2 is the same as
that found by the column player using q1 and q2. The door-to-door salesman
problem given above is an example of this probability strategy, both sides came
up with $11:33 as the game value.

1.5 Optimal strategies for all three by three games

If a game has 3 rows and 3 columns with no saddle point, it is a bit more
complicated, but you can still set up probabilities for playing the three rows,
�nding the expected value of the game, and playing for that value as the best
either player can do.

1.6 Subgame strategy for n by 2 or 2 by n games

An interesting con�guration for a game is one that has 3 rows and 2 columns
or one that has 2 rows and 3 columns. In general, all 2 by n or n by 2 games
can be solved for any, n > 2 by a method called the subgame strategy. Let�s
say, for example, you have a 2 by 3 game. Three di¤erent two-by two matrices
can be created by "dropping" the columns one at a time1 . Then the values for
these 2 by 2 games can be calculated. Using these computed game values the
side that has control over which subgame to play can select the one that is best
for them.

Example: In a game of "Flag Football," Navy is the row player and has
two defenses, r1 and r2. Army has three o¤ensive plays c1; c2; and c3:

Here is a 2 by 3 game matrix for one play. Notice that it has no saddle
point, but one of the subgames does have a saddle point. Using the subgame
strategy �nd the game value for this matrix.

Navy

Army
c1 c2 c3

r1 3 2 1
r2 �1 0 2

We �nd the three 2 by 2 subgames by dropping out the columns one at a
time, then �nd the value of each subgame.

1"Dropping" a column means that the column player decides, at the outset, to play that
column with probability 0.
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Drop column 3 to get Game A1

A1 =

�
3 2 :::
�1 0 :::

�
=

�
3 2
�1 0

�
Game A1 has a saddle point, a row minimum and column maximum, 2. It is
in row 1, column 2. The game value is

V1 = 2

Drop column 2 to get the next game

A2 =

�
3 ::: 1
�1 ::: 2

�
=

�
3 1
�1 2

�
Game A2 has no saddle point, use the 2 by 2 probability, q, for column 1.

q1 =
j2� 1j

j2� 1j+ j�1� 3j =
1

5

the game value is

V2 =
1

5
� 3 + 4

5
� 1 = 7

5

Drop column 1 to get Game A3

A3 =

�
::: 2 1
::: 0 2

�
=

�
2 1
0 2

�
In game A3, the 2 by 2 strategy formula for the column players is to play

column 1 with probability

j2� 1j
j2� 1j+ j2� 0j =

1

3

and the game value is

V3 =
1

3
� 2 + 2

3
� 1 = 4

3

The three game values, V1 = 2; V2 =
7
5 ; and V3 =

4
3 are positive so they

all favor the row player, the Navy. What the Army wants is the smallest one,
namely, V3. Since the Army has the choice as to which column to drop, it is the
side that decides which subgame to play, so it picks the one with the smallest
game value, A3, in order to minimize its loss.

2 Non-zero sum games

To learn what a non-zero sum game is, we need to know how the matrix for a
non-zero sum game di¤ers from the one for a zero sum game. In a zero sum
game, such as the ones we have been discussing, the payo¤ in a row and column
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is a single positive or negative number favoring the row player, if positive and
the column player if negative One player wins exactly the same amount the
other player loses.
In a matrix for a non zero sum game, however, the payo¤s displayed are

pairs of positive or negative numbers, (x; y) indicating a payo¤ of x to the row
player and y to the column player

Example: The following matrix game is a non-zero sum game. It is
a battle between Earth Space Ship (EARTH1) and the space ship, ZHAKA1,
from a nearby exo-planet, Zhaka. The rows and columns are actions, which
may include negotiations, or the use of a variety of weapons. The ships meet
somewhere in the Milky Way, with EARTH1 muttering something like, "This
Galaxy ain�t big enough for the both of us." In this, their �rst, and perhaps
last, meeting, they play the following payo¤ table.

Earth

Zhaka

0BB@
c1 c2 c3

r1 (5; 0) (2; 7) (6;�1)
r2 (4; 5) (9; 24) (4; 4)
r3 (�8;�8) (8; 2) (11; 4)

1CCA
Observations:
1. If row plays r1 and column plays c3 Zhaka wins by +7 because the score

is 6 to �1. (The �rst term, 6 is the row�s payo¤ and the second term, �1; is
the column�s payo¤)
2. If row plays r2 and column plays c2 then Zhaka gets clobbered by a

de�cit of 15. Earth wins 24 to 9.
3. If they played r2; c3 they both win 4; this is the win-win outcome, a tie

with both sides winning points.
4. If they play r3; c1; they both lose 8, a tie with both sides losing points.

It is a lose-lose move.
Looking at the whole column c3, Earth realizes that the total is unfavorable

because it never gains more than it loses. Similarly, Zhaka would probably avoid
r2 because over-all it�s payo¤s are not greater than Earth�s. The problem is
that row r2 and column c3 is the payo¤where neither side would lose. Actually,
it would be best for them to agree to cooperate by choosing the win-win option,
r2; c3. But there is no incentive for the planets to play this combination.
The only way it would ever be played would be through cooperation. It is a
negotiated play.
After sizing up their matrix, the players, not only agree to play the r2; c3

combination but they also stipulate that if one side did play the agreed to move,
but the other side cheated by making an alternative choice in order to try to
win, then a third party, the Intergalactic Police, would destroy both planets,
resulting in another type of lose-lose scenario.
The main problem in a non-zero sum game is: Who makes up the di¤erence

when both sides get a positive payo¤? Or, in a lose-lose move, who gets the
amount lost by the two sides? The answer is that there is always a hidden
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player in any non-zero sum game. That player might be, say, the sponsors of
an event in which the games are played. These guys would have to make good
on the payo¤s when both players win something, and they would pocket the
amount lost by one side and not paid to the other side. Thus, for example, the
third player could be "the house" in a gambling casino.
In a negotiated settlement of a management vs labor dispute, the third party

could be the consumer who would experience a price increase that management
passes along because of the cost of the settlement. Sometimes, the hidden player
is the tax payer in government assistance for national disasters, or a volunteer
group in a local disaster, and so forth.

2.0.1 Management vs Labor

Example: A company has two choices to either accede to or deny the demands
of its striking employees. And, independently, the labor union has two choices
to either end or continue the strike. It is clear that each side has possible payo¤s
depending upon their own and their opponents choices. Generally these types
of confrontations are not zero sum games. Let us make up a possible such
game. Here is an example of a possible management vs labor strike.
Suppose there is a workers�strike for wage raises and safer working condi-

tions.

Management

Labor

0@ Accede Deny
End (10; 10) (�10; 5)

Continue (�15;�2) (�10;�10)

1A
As usual, the order pair (x; y) payo¤s means x goes to the row player and y

goes to the column player. If management accedes to the demands and Labor
ends the strike, then both sides win. But who pays? Labor wins 10 in wages and
conditions, Management wins 10 by getting to restart business, but probably
has to raise prices on their products, so the consumer is the hidden player. If
Labor ends the strike but Management still denies the demands, Labor loses big,
because its payo¤ is �10 and Management regains production with out having
to make changes; it wins +5. If Management accedes, but Labor continues the
strike, Labor loses income and public support and management survives with
a small loss. Finally, if Labor continues the strike and Management continues
to deny the demands, both lose big time on salaries, conditions and production
and sales.
Here Labor is afraid to independently play row 1 because they would lose

�10 to 5 if Management played column 2. And Management is afraid to inde-
pendently play column 1, because Labor may play row 2 and cause management
to look weak by acceding to demands and still not settle the strike. They look
at the payo¤ matrix and realize that row 1, column 1 is the win-win option,
but they must agree to both play that one and promise not to cheat at the last
minute by making another choice. It is a negotiated play.
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2.0.2 Operations research

In the next chapter we see a mathematical concept called Operations Research
or Linear Programming. This concept is intimately related to game theory. It
is widely used in business, hospitals, military, communication, and in any other
�eld in which it is important to manage large networks to optimize performance,
subject to constraints. This could mean maximizing pro�ts, minimizing costs
while simultaneously conserving resources and satisfying demand. It is un-
doubtedly the most, other than calculus, wide spread "use" of mathematics in
the anthropocene age.
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